
The Disadvantaged
The seminar. being convinced that it is the public library's role to ensure matits services are made available to all, urges responsible authorities and librariansto take all possible steps to ensure that suitable materials and services areprovided for disadvantaged persons of all kinds.

Future Seminars
This seminar, convinced of the value of the opportunity afforded by the se-minar to develop new ideas and to the contribution which these will make to
the provision of future services relevant to the needs of the people. particularlyin the rural areas, recommends that IFLA should seek the necessary funds to
enable the seminar to be repeated in tine years time, specifically with a view
to monitoring progress and to advancing the ideas further.

In addition, considering the similar nature of the problems existing in de-
veloping countries and the rich diversity of experience in these countries. this
seminar recommends that future seminars should have a balanced represen-
tation from all the regions of the world and that the contents of the seminars.
wherever possible, shouid be closely based on concrete situations.

The Seminar also produced the Nairobi Manifesto:

The Nairobi Manifesto1984
We the library and information workers from Developing Countries. meetingat Nairobi from 13th to 18th August, 1984 in a Pre-Session Seminar organizedby IFLA, with the cooperation of Unesco and supported by the GermanFoundation for International Development, to exanrie and analyze problemsrelating to Education for Librarianship at the Grassroots Level:Considering that at present the prevailing social. economic, cultural andpolitical conaitions in developing countries are dominated by hardships forthe majority of the people. that there is a dire shortage of scientific andtechnological information within these countries to solve existing social pro-blems,

that gosernment and individuals too frequently are unaware of the im-portant role information can play in the process of decision making in parti-cular, and national development in general,
Convinced that relevant information in whichever form, be it in the scienti-fic, economic. cultural or political spheres, is a vital and indispensable resourcein the national development process;
Declare that scientific and technical information is one of the foundationsfor creating a self-sustaining social, economic and cultural development,urgently required for bringing to fruition the balanced modernization ofdeveloping nations,

that the identification, and use of up to date information remains a decisiveweapon in the struggles against
unuerdevelopments neocolonialism, culturaldependence and other forms of intellectual, material, and cultural impoverish-ment.

Affirm the necessity of African governments to embark upon, and formu-late national information policies, which conform to their particular needs,so as to meet the legitimate and authentic information needs of the variousgroups and sectors in society, to enable them to make a maximum contributionto the socioeconomic development of their countries, and in so doing, helpthe individuals to play an active part in changing their own environment andtake charge of their own destiny, and join in the mainstriam of national andinternational affairs;
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Declare that clear national policies on library and information develop-
ment offer the guarantee that information will reach not only the pnvileged
elite, and the urban dwellers, but also the rural population on whose physical
and mental preparedness the development of the country largely depends;

That it is therefore necessary in this connection to reject patterns of li-
brary development which favour the elite situated in urban areas. and are
incapabk., of reaching out to the rural areas where the majority or the Afn-
can people live;

that it is necessary to make effective use of scientific and technological
information originating from all parts of the world so as to speed up and
sustain the process of modernization and alleviate the suffenng of the peopie
of Africa;

that it is urg.,int to create the institutional framework, as a pre-requisite
for ensuring the speedy flow of information from local. national and inter-
national sources, based on the neht of the individual to know. and have access
to information he needs for self-development and full self-realization that it
is urgent to create the awareness of the absolute importance of linking up the
process of decision making with the use of the relevant and uncertainty, and
instituting efficiency in government administration, industry, planning, and
commercial circles;

That it is no less urgent to take resolute steps for the promotion and ma-
terial support of library and information services in villages, schools, govern-
ment and parastatal offices, which are essential channels for the dissemination
and communication of ideas, information, and knowledge required in the
process of bringing about, and manning change in society;

Recognize and laud the efforts of Unesco and other internationais bodies
to consolidate the new information order based on the right of developing
countries to obtain unfalsified, and objective information as a pre-condition
for maintaining and safeguarding national independence;

Undertake to be guided accordingly in considering the recommendations
made by this IFLA Pre-Conference Seminar on Education for Librarianship
at the Grassroots Level, which represents an important step in the development
of library and information services to rural areas in Africa;

Pay tribute to IFLA, and Unesco's activities to further the development of
library and information services in Africa.
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P,i.IFLA /FID /ICA Workshop. Management for the Information iii>i)E,\ D

,Professions - Implications for Education and Training,
Vie-ktPlei /983Vienna, 17-18 August 1983. IFIA Journal. Vol.13. no.2. 1987.

The draft programmeand bud get for 1964-35 included

planning and harmonisation of activities in the field of educati

and training for information personnel. Promoting the education

training of skilled organi:ers has also been rziven priority in

1:::SCO's Second edium-Term Plan 1934-89. 1.1ain emphasis is plact

on identifying common ground in the preparation of workers in

different branches of the information field .?s well as on the

subject of guidelines for curriculum development in information

studies. IFL) pre- se.;:; .on seminars had been organised in Frankfl

(1931), Naftila (1980) and NolAreal(1982). The topics for the

Vienna seminar were divided into two groups: major subject area

themes (management, technolocy and communication) and listing

issues or problems in education and training.(professional/

non-professional education or training, same school or differen

schools, developed or developing countries, regional or nationa

teacain!: materials, equipment, continual or formal education, o

job training, teacaer training, legislative questions, financia

restraints, role of professional qualifications and resea:1-ch).

furtl:er aspect was restoration and preservation. Separate paper

were prepared by specialists from various professional streams

fnom the developing countries.

The participants at the workshop believed that FID/ICA/I

should join forces in working towards an integrated approach tc

education and training and make a united effort in making their

communities aware of the important role of information resource

It was decided that management for the information

professions was concerned with the following topics, identifies

the basis of their treatment in current management textbooks.

topics should also be adapted to the local cultural, political

institutional setting of a given country or region, its

educational system, the requirements of the parent institution

needs or programmes at different levels.

THEORY PRACTICE

authority /accountability accounting

communication budgeting

creativity/change/innovation control/evaluation

decision-making management information sv

delegation marketing

ethical/lesal/political production and operations

history styles (physical plant, security,

human, behaviour and records etc.)
leadership staffing
motivation 21
+,t awing



Emphasis was placed on offering the public an accurate,.

up-to-date and comprehensive service for information resouee

well as on interdisclipinary relations with other problems.

Teaching how to handle money should be considered on a wide-r

basis at a general undergraduate leVel and a more specialised

postt.raduate level. It was agreed that only a small amount of

literature was available which could be referred to'in an at

to produce a manager training model. Tutorial instruction whi

exposed participants to a full range of learning options and

emphasised personal interaction was preferable to the more

inflexible formal educational lecture. Librarianship needed

greater input from information science. Competence in profes.

skills - rather than in political skills - would provide the

ability to express the value of librarians to others. The

suggested management curriculum could fall into four categor

leadership:. authority and general management techniques,

programme managing such as reporting etc. and housekeeping

managing.

In general, the present situation of formal or-informa

competence should be chanced to real competence, the nature

organisations and work carried out in libraries and document

centres clearly defined. There was a need for education

training programmes at different levels emphasising adaptab

in new situations. New schemes could be introduced by natio:

bodies representing library schools. Balance should be

maintained between educationalists and practitioners. A

working paper was then prepared which recommended incorpora

certain management topics into an introductory core course

which would be used in teaching all information professiona
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Recognizing that information sources, in whatever form,
constitute an essential national and international resource,
and that preservation and conservation, in principle, are an
integral part of the total info=ation provision, and there
fore should become a fundamental component of education for
the information profession,

the participants of the International Seminar on "The
Teaching of Conservation and Preservation Management for
Librarians, Archivists and Information Scientists" jointly
sponsored by thelFLA Section on Library Schools and Other
Traininp: Aspects, the IPLA Section on Conservation, the FID
Committee for Education and Training (FID/ET), the ICA Cormittee
for Professional Training (ICA/CPT), and the ICA Committee for
Conservation and Restoration (ICA/CCR), held at Vienna, AUSTRIA,
from April 11 to 13, 1986, unanimousley adopted the following
recommendations to IFLA, FID, ICA and MESCO:

1. To survey the status, worldwide, of preservation education in
Library, Archival, Information Science Schools and other
establishments, and to prepare a referehce source for
publication.

2.' To develop "Guidelines for the Teaching of Preservation for
Librarians, Archivists and Information Scientists", which
can be applied internationally, under the auspices of the
IPLA Section on Library Schools and Other Training Aspects
and the IFLA Section on Conservation, in cooperation with
the relevant bodies of FID and ICA.
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.3. To sponsor an International Seminar to promote imple-
mentation of the developed "Guidelines for the Teaching
of Preservation ". ,

4. To make Preservation and Conservation, includirg Edu-
cation and TrPining, a theme of an IFLA Conference within
the next three years.

To establish international exchanges of teachers and
preservation experts to provide education and training
opportunities in preservation for librarians, archivists
and information scientists, especially in developing
countries, at the appropriate levels.

6. To recommend the establishing of Centres for Research

and Education for Preservation in developing countries.
A

7. To recommend the inclusion of preservation into courses
for Librarians, Archivists and. Trformation Scientists.

8. To endorse the Recommendations of the Conference of

Directors of National Libraries on "Conservation of

Library Materials", April 7-10, 1986.

9. To strengthen Communication about preservation education
between IFLA, FID, ICA, UNESCO and other relevant bodies9

and encourage harmonization of their activities, such as
sharing results of research on preservation, in all parts
of the world.

Vienna, April 12, 1986



New Information Technologies and Libraries. Proceedings
.C.N.1) I X .

of the Advanced Workshop organised by the ET ropean Cultural 1-1-4X21"lbentos..9 1984

Foundation in Luxembourg, November 1984, to assess the Impact of New Information
Technologies on Library Management, Resources and Co-operation in Europe and
North America. Ed. H. Liebaers, W.J. Haas & W.E. Biervliet. Dordrecht, 1985.

RESOLUTICN 1: saan EDUCATIONAL PROSIAMMES

There is a need for a continuing series of short, inter-
European educational programmes for librarians and library
educators to deal with topics of special importance.
a) In this context, the working group endorsed the proposal
for a sumrer school on new technologies, to be held in the
sum.rer of 1985.
b) A task force should be set up to plan and evaluate these
educational programmes.
c) The programmes should aim at the widest possible
participation of the European countries.

RESOUJTICN 2: PLANNING GRANTS

should be a programme of planning grants for
ed::oational innovations intended for library and information
sciance schools, to assist institutional, local, and national
efrorts to rethink the educational requirements for the next
gar. :ration.

RESOLUTION 3: SURVEY AND EVALUATION

EquLvalency and reciprocity of professional qualifications
sho.Ild be promoted.
a) Therefore, an annual survey should be conducted that
cov,Irs, among others, the following categories:
1) Prx:rarn goals and objectives

2) 1Jurriculum (courses and hours)
3) :'acuity (number of 1.T E; qualificaidons)
4) Students and degree granted
5) ardget (personnel; materials)
6) :acilities and equipment
b) There should be a continuing effort to identify
appropr:ate standards to net the above objectives of

equivalency and reciprocity.

RESOLUTION 4: RESEARCH SUINARS

There should be a series of research seminars dealing withtopics of carrent importance to managers of libraries andinformation activities, involving those in both professional
practice and library education.

REOCZ.MNIDATIO:g

Recognition should be given to the need for end-user
application in the new technology programmes, such as ESPRIT.
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Library and Information Services Council. Report by the Manpower,
Education and Training Working Party - Professional Education and Training for
Library and Information Work. July 1985. (LISC(85)13).

T Training for library and information work (Chapter 3).
4.5 Recommendations to the Office of Arts and Libraries.

4.5.1 To provide an organisational framework for the discussion of problems tha:arise in education and training for library and information work, perhaps by thecreation of an authoritative national advisory committee. (2.68, 2.69, 3.33b, 3.65a).
4.5.2 To explore the possibility of using existing national funds to support thedevelopment of training officers. (3.65f).

4.6 Recommendation to the Department of Education and Science.

4.6.1 To accept the recommendation of the Advisory Committee on ContinuingEducation and other organisations that sections 41 and 42 of the Education Act 1944should be amended to include a statutory duty to provide continuing education.(3.38a).

4.7 Recommendation to the Office of Arts and Libraries and the Departmentof Education and Science.

4.7.1 To maintain suitable arrangements for postgraduate awards, coveringcourses and research (2.7Ga).

4.8 Recommend.Hon to the Department of Employment and the ManpowerServices Commission.

4.8.1 To make available more courses, such as those on systems development,community advice, marketing and communication tecnniques and human relationsdevelopment, for TOPS and other MSC funding not earmarked for the unemployed.(3.38g).

4.9 Recommendations to the British Library.

4.9.1 To provide funds for support of research projects affecting basicprofessional education, along with other aspects of library/information work, and toensure dissemination and discussion of research results. (2.70b).

4.9.2 To fund a study of the potential role and functions both of a central,research and development unit for education, training and manpower needs in libraryand information work and of regional centres for continuing education, and how theymight be e::2blizlri. (3.32c).

4.9.3 To sponsor a detailed study of present and future training needs and theextent and shortcomings of existing provision, both on external courses and ;:n thejob. (3.65b).
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4.9.4 To update periodically the information gained by this study. (3.6k).
4.10 Recommendations to library and information schools and departments.
4.10.1 To ensure thorough co-operation a successful adaptation of totaleducational provision to environmental changes. (2.67a).

4.10.2 To develop research and research/training capabilities within individualschools and departments. (2.67b).

4.10.3 To facilitate the adaptation and retaining of teaching staff in order thatthey might take on new or changed responsibilities. (2.67c).
4.10.4 To explore the possibility of making available - on a part-time basis at areasonable cost - both existing and new options on basic professional educationcourses to those wishing to undertake continuing education. (3.38d).
4.10.5 To explore the possibility of co-enerating on the production of teachingmaterials for use particularly in distance learning and self development. (3.38f).
4.10.6 To improve and make better use of scarce teaching resources and, inparticular, to co-operate with educators in related professions in order to use theirknowledge for the bene,fit of more than one group. (3.38h).
4.11 Recommendations to the professional and information industry.
4.11.1 To ascertain what qualifications and what personal qualities are needed infuture recruits, and what innovations should be mace in basic professional education.(2.66a).

4.11.2 To consider how best part-time education and distance learning might bedeveloped within the structure of basic education and how they mignt be reiated tocontinuing education. (2.66o).

4.11.3 To agree on suitable measures for maintaining standards in professionaleducation and practice, for improving the image of library/information work and forattracting more recruits With the desired personal and managerial qualities. (2.66c).
4.11.4 To consider how basic education in library/information work, as at presentconceived, can best be related to basic education in information technology and itsbroad range of applications, and business and management studies. (2.66d).
4.11.5 To encourage employers, especially in larger units, to release and supportstaff for continuing education and especially to give staff with potential for toplevel jobs the opportunity to undertake internal research projects resulting in higherlevel qualifications. (3.38j).

4.11.6 To perauada employers to give more importance to training to allow andfinance participation in external training courses and to improve the provision of in-service training. (3.65g).

4.11.7 To back up this effort with guid3nce to individual employers whenrequired, perhaps through a jointly sponsored information centre. (3.65h).
4.11.8 To encourage individual members of the profession to develop their ownknowledge and abilities as professionals and to undertake courses which will open :*)a wider range of employment and of opportunities tor career development. (3.38i).



4.11.9 To encourage employers to adopt wherever possible a systematic approachto training. (3.65e).

4.11.10 To establish a code of practice for training which is generally acceptableover the whole field of library and information work (3.65d).
4.11.11 To open a dialogue with library and information schools and departmentsand with the Open University with a view to establishing a range of moaules in thefield of library/information work which can be provided on a part-time and/ordistance learning. basis ana which can lead to formal aualificati;ns rec:znisec t::" ..'.:."2'
professional ana acaaemic bodies. i.3.3,;e).



PPPEALD/X

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

TRAINING AND EDUCATION GROUP

AND

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS SUB-COMMITTEE

REPORT ON THE MUTUAL ACCEPTABILITY OF QUALIFICATIONS WITHIN
EUROPE

The MEILLEUR (Mobility of Employment International for Librarians in Europe)
Report by Anthony Thompson was published by The Library Association in 1977,
but no immediate action was taken to follow up the recommendations relating
either to the equivalence of professional qualifications or to improving the
mobility of librarians between countries. In 1981 the matter was brought to the
attention of the International Affairs Sub-Committee of the Association's General
Purposes Committee which was aware of problems being experienced in this
area and of moves towards the mutual acceptability of qualifications being
promulgated with other professions within the member states of the European
Community. These developments were largely (though not exclusively) in those
professions embodying a strong core of statutorily formulated responsibility;
many of the underlying principles and the advances made in this area were
outlined in a most useful publication which appeared in 1982 - the so-called
Crayencour document* while the agreements reached within specific professions
have been published from time to time as Council Directives in the Official
Journal of the European Communities.

The International Affairs Sub-Committee resolved to establish a joint working
party with the Training and Education Group (then the Library Education Group)
to consider those aspects of Thompson's report relating to equivalence for
employment purposes and to the mobility of labour. The acceptability of foreign
professional qualifications for further educational purposes also figures in the
original MEILLEUR Report, but is a rather different issue and is considered to
be outside the terms of reference of the Working Party which was established
early in 1982 under the chairmanship of Michael Messenger.

It became clear at a very early stage in the Working Party's discussions that
Thompson's Report could be considered as no more than a starting point, and
we sought to address ourselves to the principles involved and to the wide diversity
of practice. It also seemed that the main pressure was for some rationalisation
of the situation within the E.E.C. for the signatories of the Treaty of Rome were
committed to improving mobility of labour and the evidence of Crayencour and
official sources suggested that other professions were taking this seriously, it
could only be a matter of time before librarians too were called upon to establish
thcir position ea this matter.

Accordingly, the Working Party decided that at this stage it should limit its
deliberations to the countries of the E.E.C.. and our subseauent discussions
confirmed tne wisdom of that decision. It was clear at the outset that language
was of prime importance and that the absence of language facility was a m..
barrier to mobility; we comment further on this within the Report. Beyond that,
subjective views concerning the quality of indiriaual courses had to be temperea
by the recognition that local idlos-ncrasies di:ect result of re::

* CRAYENCOUR, J-P de. The Piofessions in the European Community: tow-rris
freedom of movement and mutual tecov,nition or aualifications. Commissiu..
of the European Communities. Luxembourg, 1932.
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education/cultural characteristics. National ethos, local needs, the autonomy of
many educational establishments and the differing role and influence of the.
national professional associations made it obvious that for the foreseeable future
there could be no single set of qualifications recognised throughout the Community.
In short, we found ourselves looking towards some mutual acceptability of library
qualifications, while expressing the hope that overall standards will rise to :Ho
levels achieved by (in library terms) the more highly developed countries.

Thus, the Working Party has sought to identify the relationship between the
different qualifications existing within the European Community and to offer
guidance to prospective employers on how these may be viewed. This is, perhaps
more modest than some in the profession would wish but, having examined the
problems inherent in any other approach, we believe that this offers the only way
forward in what is a notoriously difficult area.

Sources of information on European Library Schools

For several years I.F.L.A. has been collecting information worldwide on courses
in librarianship and information science. It is planned to publish this in directory
form during 1984, but thanks to the kindness and co-operation of Paul Nauta, who
is a joint editor of the work for I.F.L.A. the Working Party have had access to
the European data in draft form; this has been of the greatest help to us in our
discussions and has served as the basis for our analysis of the situation elsewhere
in Europe. ".

Proposed criteria for the assessment of courses

Of the many possible criteria which might be considered for judging the equivalency
of courses we have decided that only a limited number can have any practical
significance. Clearly, in deciding whether or not to employ a librarian/information
worker with a degree/diploma from a country in the E.E.C., employers will wish
to satisfy themselves that the subject content and academic quality of the course(s)
followed were appropriate to the post. Linguistic competence and experience will
also be expected to play a part. However, the Working Party's aim is to provide
a basis for disucssion with bodies in Europe and it has seemed best to use criteria
which are reasonably free from subjective elements. It is clearly beyond the
Working Party's competency to assess syllabuses even if these were available and,
indeed, to question matters of this kind appears to be contrary to the ideal of
mutual trust among the European nations. This ideal has been followed very clearly
in discussions relating to comparability of training for other professions.

The criteria below are divided into two groups: four essential criteria and two
desirable criteria. The latter are judged desirable rather than essential be(' .se
we recognise that, in different countries, different traditions of professional
education and training exist which, in the first instance, may be difficult to
harmonise.

Essential criteria

1. Entrance requirements for the course:

1.1. undergraduate (or undergraduate equivalent) courses.:
minimum requirement,. "--r.:1,! be the equivalent of UK university
entrance. [Note that trus is airea.cy the suoject of a 1:..uropc,..:n
convention (European Treaty Series., No. 15, Park 11.12.1953)1

1.2. for postgraduate courses. the minimum should be
possession of a first degree of the equivalent of Bachelor - i.e.
having studied for a minimum of three years, full-time.



2. Duration of the course:

2.1. for a first degree: a minimum of three years of full-time study, or an
equivalent period of pv .-time study. [Another European convention equates
periods of time spent in university study. (European Treaty Series, No. 21,
Paris. 15.12.1956)J

2.2. for a postgraduate diploma: a minimum of one academic year (or an
equivalent period of part-time study).

2.3. for a Master's Degree: a minimum of one calendar year (or an equivalent
period of part-time study).

3. Purpose of the course: the primar aim should be to provide preparation for
professional work in librarianship ur information science. In the UK, at the
first degree level, this would require that at least 50% of studies in each of
the last two years of academic study should be concerned with professional
topics and that in a postgraduate programme the whole period should be so
concerned.

4. Location of the course: courses should be located in universities or university-
level institutions.

Desirable criteria

5. Practical aspects of librarianship/information work: a course should give
attention to practical aspects through 'laboratory' or other practical work,
or by periods of attachment to operational agencies, in addition to theoretical
matters. Thi. criterion may also be served by practical, pre-course experience,
especially for postgraduate students.

6. Staffing: the IFLA minimum standards for library schools of foul full-time
staff and a staff /student ratio of 1:12 be adopted (IFLA standards for library
schools 1976) .

A olicatiorteria_
We have examined data on the courses in Europe, collected and made available to us
.by IFLA, and have tested them against the proposed essential criteria. In some cases
data for courses was taken from secondary sources and we have suspended judgement
"until information provided by the institutions themselves is available. The result is that
the specified courses offered by the following institutions are felt to be acceptable:

Belgium:

ell

Institut Superieure d'Etudes Sociales de l'Etat
(Brussels)

Diprame de Bibliothcaire Documentaliste Gradu

Institut Provincial d'Etudes et de Recherches
Biblioth6conomiques de Liege

Graduat en Bibliothc-conomie et Documentation

There are difficulties here because of the part-time nature of some of the
courses. The 'plovincial' course in Brussels is ambiguous - the number of
students shown in the data suggests that the course is part-time. The 'Licence
special' courses at the Free University of Brussels and at Antwerp may be
appropriate, but the duration of these courses is not clear.
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Denmark:

Danmarks Biblioteksskole (Copenhagen)

Bibliotekar ved Folkebibliotekerne
Bibliot ekar ved Forskningsbibliot eketne

France:

The Royal School of Librarianship in Copenhagen is an Institution ofHigher Education. In common with the rest of Scandinavia, various
professions and occupations are associated with these institutions. The four-year tertiary level programmes are broadly equivalent to those leading
to CNAA degrees. The postgraduate programme does not meet the
minimum duration criterion.

/
Universite de Bordeaux III

/:
Maltrise des Sciences et Techniques d'Information et de Communication

Universit6 Claude Bernard Lyon I

Dipliime d'Etudes Superieures Specialisees en Informatique Documentaire

liniversit de' Paris VII - Vincesses

Diplame d'Etudes Sup6ieures d'Universite en Documentation

liniversite des Sciences Sociales (Grenoble)

Di meplo d'Etudes Approfondies de Me/thodes Niathernatiques en Sciences Social/
Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Paris

A
d'Etudes
/ ,Diplotudes Superieures Specialise'-es en Information et Documentation

Institut National des Techniques de la Documentation -
Diplorne de Sciences et Techniques de l'Information et de la Documentation/
Ecole Nationale Supgrieure des Bibliotheques (Villeurbanne)

A ...
Diplome Superieure de Bibliothe/caire

Germany:

Freie Universitat Berlin

Magister Artium
Diplom - Bibliothekar fur den Dienst an Offentlichen Bibliotheken

Fachhochschule fur Bibliotheks - and Dokumentations-wesen in lain
Diplom - Bibliothekar
Hoherer Bibliotheksdi enst

' . . ,, -: .- . ... . t: I ,..

Magister Artium

Johannes Gutenberg - Universi tat

Magister Artium (if librarianship is taken as the major subject)



Germany (continued)

Universitn Ulm

Geprilfter Medizinischer Dokum entar

Fachhochschule Hamburg

Diplom - Bibliothekar

Fachhochschule Hannover

Diplom - Bibliothekar
Diplom - Dokumentar

Niedersachsische Bibliothekschule

Laufbahnprilfung filr den hoheren Dienst an
Wissenschaftlichen Bibliotheken

BorromUnsverein Bonn

Diplom - Bibliothekar

Fachhochschule flit. Bibliothekswesen (Frankfurt)

Diplom - Bibliothekar
Hoherer Dienst

,
Bayerische Bibliothekst:. ule

Bibliotekassessor

Bayerische Beamtenfachhochschule

Diplom - Bibliothekar

Fachhochschule ftir Offentliche Verwaltung Stuttgart

Diplom - Bibliothekar
Diplom - Dokumentar

Fachhochschule fur Bibliotheksewesen Stuttgart

Diplom - Bibliothekar ftlr den Dienst an Offentlichen Bibliotheken

Greece:

Insufficient data available to assess acceptability against criteria

Ireland:

University College of Dublin

Master of Library and Information Studio';
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Italy:

Universita degli Studi di Roma

Diploma of Archivist- Paleographer, Librarian or Conservator of Manuscripts

N eth erlands:

University of Amsterdam

Oplieding tot Wetenschappelijk Bibliothecaris

Bibliotheek-en Documentatie Academies (Amsterdam, L;eventer, Groningen,
The Hague, Sittard and Tilburg)

Diploma

54
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1 PEN DiX -1.

INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM ON THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF LTUARY, INFORMATION
AND ARCHIVAL PERSONNEL

Relevant RAMP and Related Documents

1. Documents to be Brought to the Attention of All Participants

Cook, Michael. The Education and Training of Archivists - Status Report of
Archival Training Programmes and Assessment of Manpower Needs
(PGI-79/CONF.604/COL.2). Paris, Unesco, 1979. Available also in French.
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Abstract

This article discusses the findings of a study on deaf

children's comprehension of words with multiple meanings.

Based on a review of the literature, it is argued that

many deaf students are unaware that a word may have

several meanings. This condition reflects an

inadequate development of prior knowledge, and may lead to

reading comprehension problems. Teachers should be more

aware of the prevalence of multimeaninq words in reading

materials, and should provide direct, instruction in this

area. Some teaching techniques that adhere to 3

classification-concept framework are provided.
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Deaf Children's Comprehension of Multimeaning Words:

Research and Implications

It is widely accepted that vocabulary knowledge is

important for reading comprehension. borne scholars have

argued that it is the most important comprehension component

(Dale & U'Rourke, 1186; Devine, 1988'). In addition to having

adequate prior knowledge and metacognitive skills (e.g.,

problem-solving strategies), good readers know at least one

meaning of many different words. Recent research reviews have

shown also that good readers know several meanings and nuances

of numerous words (Nagy & Herman, 1967; Paul & O'Rourke, in

press).

It is not clear why vocabulary knowledge is critical for

reading. According to one emerging viewpoint, an extensive

and in-depth knowledge of word meanings represents a sum of

prior, structured knowledge (i.e., schema) that is stored in

readers' heads. When readers know a word, they know a number

of meanings, nuances, and related concepts. filet is, readers

know not only individual word meanings, but also the

conceptual frameworks elicited by word meanings. It is this

storehouse of knowledge that enables them to comprehend

reading materials. in essence, prior knowledge about a topic,

especially knowledge of key words, has been shown to be one of

the best predictors of reading comprehension ability (e.g.,

Johnston & Pearson, 1982).

4
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The importance of knowing several meanings ot multimeaning

words cannot be overemphasized. Beginning reaoers encounter

many basic sight words and other words with multiple meanings

such as back, can, and run. Far example, Searls and Klesius

(1984) studied first grade basal word lists and found that

almost 90% of these words have more than one meaning. In

addition, Johnson, Moe, and Baumann (198,3) reported that

approximately two-thirds of the words that appear most

frequently in the spoken and written language and in the

reading materials of young children in the primary grades are

multimeaning words. Thus, to become effective readers,

students may need to know ,ot only the primary or common

meanings, but also the secondary or less common meanings of

the words that appear in print.

There is no question that deal students' vocabulary

knowledge is interior to their hearing peers, and that they

acquire new words at a slower rate (see review in Paul,

1984). It appears that deaf students have difficulty learning

meanings of words via reading only. One reason for this is

that they may have poor word icentitication skills. For

example, the students may not be able to use available

sentence clues to figure out the meaning of a word.

There is also some evidence that (1) many deaf acolescen'.s

have difficulty with the notion that a word may have several

meanings, and (.e) knowledge of words, including multimeaning
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words, is related to reading comprehension scores (LaSasso &

Davey, 1967; Letourneau, 1969; Paul, 1964) . Much of what we

know about multimeaning words and deafness has come mainly

from research on hearing-impaired students in residential and

day schools. For example, Paul (1964) conducted a study using

profoundly hearing-impaired students from age 10 to 18 years,

11 months, and normally hearing students from 8 to 10 years,

11 months old. On a picture vocabulary test, both groups of

students selected the primary meanings of words more often

than the secondary meanings. In addition, the researcher

found that selecting two meanings was more difficult than

selecting single meanings of the same words. Finally, for the

deaf students, selecting two meanings of words was influenced

by their reading ability but not by age.

In short, little evidence exist on the knowledge of words

with multiple meanings by deaf students, especially those

students in special classrooms in public sch--1 settings. In

addition, guidelines for instruction in multimeaning words

have not been reported in the literature on hearing-impaired

students. The present article has two major purposes (1) to

report the results of a study that assessed the comprehension

of two meanings of multimeaning words by deaf students in

special education classes in public schools, and (2) to

provide implications to teachers for the teaching of word

meanings. In relation to the first purpose, it was of

6
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Interest to answer the following questions: (1) Is there a

difference between knowing at least one meaning and knowing

two meanings of the same words, and (2) Is there an effect of

age on the subjects' scores on the multimeaning test? To

accomplish the second purpose, the researcher presents

examples of teacher-directed, theory-based instructional

techniques that may help to extend students' depth in word

knowledge. It is emphasized that the intent of the activities

is not only to teach additional meanings of words, but also to

expand students' knowledge of concepts and nuances related to

the words. Finally, recommendations are offered to assist

teachers in the use of reading materials that contain numerous

multimeaning words.

Method

Sublects

Thirty-three profoundly hearing-impaired students from

several educational programs in one school district in Ohio

(United States) participated in this study. The students were

stratified into three equal age-groups (1) 10;00 to 10;11

years, (2) 11;00 to 11;11 yea's, and (3) 12;u0 to 12;11

years. As much as possible, several factors were considered

in creating homogeneous groups, for example, gender, race,

reading ability, and type of education program, that is, Oral

(speaking only) or Total Communication (speaking and signing

simultaneously). The ratio of Oral to TC students in each

7
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age-group was about one to three. It should be noted that

most ot the TC students had been enrolled previously in Oral

programs in the same school district.

The deal students met the following criteria: (1) hearing

impairment was 90 dlii or greater (ANSI, 1'b') in the better

unaided ear averaged across the speech frequencies (500, 1000,

and 2000 Hertz); (2) hearing impairment occurred prior to the

age of three years; (3) both parents had normal hearing; (4)

students had at least average intelligence on the performance

scale cot a standardized instrument; and (5) students had no

other apparent educational disabilities.

Instrument

The instrument, constructed by the present investigator,

was a picture, multimeaning vocabulary test containing sixty

words. High reliability coeftacients have been reported for

both hearing and hearing-impaired students (Paul, 1964). Each

item contained one target word and live possible responses in

the form of contextual illustrations. Forty-five of the items

require two correct responses and the remaining lb require one

correct response. Examples or test items can be round in the

appendix.

The fcrmat of the instrument was deemed appropriate due to

the low reading achievement levels ot deal students. Several

other formats were considered, for example, presenting words

8
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in isolation, phrases, and sentences and requiring the

students to select either the best synonym, antonym,

definition, or description. These were rejected because of

the increased vocabulary and syntactic demands they place on

the students (Quigley, Wilbur, Power, Montanelli, & Steinkamp,

1976).

The selection of the test stimuli was based on two

criteria (1) a word had at least one or two meanings that

could be illustrated clearly, and (2) a word was within the

10,000 frequency level (Carroll, Davies, & Richman, 1971) .

The selected words and corresponding meanings were at the

grade-four level, the lowest grade level with available data

(Dale & O'Rourke, 1981).

Procedures

The examiner distributed booklets and pencils. The

instructions were written in the booklets and were read

(and/or signed) by the examiner. Students were asked to

complete two examples, one requiring one correct response and

the other, two correct responses. Their answers were checked

to ensure that the required task was understood. The students

were tested in groups of Your or live. No time limits were

imposed.

Results

Comprehension of Two Meanings of High Frequency Words

The t test for correlated measures was used to determine

9
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if there were significant ditterencrls between knowing at least

one meaning and knowing two meanings of the 45 words requiring

two correct responses. Significant t values were obtained for

all age-groups, from youngest (10;00 to 1U;11 years old) to

oldest (12;00 to 12;11 years old); t (10) = 16.94, 14.98, and

13.54, a < 001. Thus, knowing two meanings of multimeaning

words was significantly more difficult than knowing at least

one meaning of the same words.

Effects of Age

It was of interest to determine whether the scores of the

students within each group improved significantly with age.

That is, as students become older, do they acquire additional

meanings of the same words'? The means and standard deviations

of the age-groups, from youngest to oldest, are: X = 19.5, S

= 12.3; X = 23.0, S = 7.7; and X = 22.7, S = 11.S. The

results of an analysis of variance indicated that there were

no effects of age; F (2, 28) = .26. Thus, the scores of the

deaf students within the three age-groups did not

significantly improve as the students become older.

Discussion and Implications

Based on the results here and those of other studies cited

previously, it is possible to conclude tentatively that many

hearing-impaired students have difficulty with the notion that

a word may have several meanings. The persistent finding that

selecting more than one meaning of words was not influenced by

1 0
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age suggests that deaf students not only may not have an

in-depth knowledge of words, but also may not have the ability

to use available context clues in deriving word meanings.

Because most contexts may reveal little useful information

about word meanings, readers need to compensate by engaging in

extensive and broad reading experiences. Many poor readers,

including deaf readers, however, do not read widely either

inside or outside the o'.assroom setting. Thus, direct,

systematic vocabulary instruction may be necessary to help

them become independent word learners which, in turn, enables

readers to learn more words via reading. The use of context

clues has been shown to be most effective when it is

reinforced by teacher-directed vocabulary instruction and

teacher-student discussions of word meanings and related

concepts (e.g., Stahl, 196b).

Vocabulary Instruction

There needs to be a move away from what has been labeled

the definition-and-sentence approach to a conceptual or

classification approach (Paul & O'Rourke, in press).

Typically, the focus has been on what a word means (i.e., most

common meaning) and how it can be used in a sentence.

Instead, attention should be given to the entire conceptual

framework elicited by the word. That is, vocabulary

instruction should help students acquire new words or concepts

and a deeper knowledge of old words and concepts by bridging

ii.
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what the students do not know with what they do know. As

stated by Pearson (1984, p. 16), instead of asking "What is it

the children do not know and how can I get that into their

heads?" we should ask "What is it that the children do know

that is enough like the new concepts so that I can use it as

an anchor point?" Some techniques for achieving this end are

semantic mapping, semantic feature analyses, ana other forms

of semantic elaboration such as word analogy and word mapping

or webbing (for a description of these approaches, see

Heimlich & Pittelman, 1986, and Johnson & Pearson, 1984).

Obviously, no one vocabulary approach will work

effectively with all students. The classification-concept

approach may have differential effects depending on the

individual needs of the students. Within this approach,

however, many students may learn words and related words via

the suggesting, modeling, correcting, and elaborating of the

teacher. The c.iti,:al role of the teacher as an active

participant in these techniques cannot be overemphasized.

Three-Step Plan

In relation to teaching multimeaning words, a three-step

plan has been proposed (Paul & O'Rourke, in press) based on

important points stated elsewhere (e. g. , Joh.lson & Pearson,

1984; Stahl, 1386). First, the teacher should activate and

enrich the prior knowledge of the students via words and

related concepts. Next, the teacher should develop activities
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for students to apply their newly-learned knowledge of the

words. Finally, students should have sufficient opportunities

to read old and new words in a wide variety of natural

meaningful contexts. Each step is presented below, with the

discussion augmented by some examples of teaching strategies.

As mentioned previously, students' prior knowledge can be

.Pnrichod and activated by a number of classification

activities, for example, word analogy and semantic webbing (or

mapping). Semantic webbing is selected here as an example.

There are many variations of this technique. The focus here

is on multimeanings of words in a variation called word

mapping or webbing (Paul & O'Rourke, in press).

Suppose, the teacher has decided that bank (as in the bank

of the river) is a very import nt multimeaning word in a story

that the students are going to read. During prereading

activities, the teacher should discover what students know

about the word bank, that is, meanings, nuances, associations,

and related concepts. Ask students questions such as Does

anyone know what this word means? It no response, follow with

Do you save money, Where do you put its Is that a safe place?

Then, Where dJ som people keep their money, Why? By this

time, both teacher and students may generate additional

questions such as What is a bank used for, Can you name

different kinds of banks, and Can you save or store other

things in a bank? What the students know about the word may

be used as a starting point.

13
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Because additional meanings of bank (and many other common

multimeaning words) are likely to appear in other stories, the

teacher should provide opportunities for students to acquire

the meanings, nuances, and related concepts. For example,

students should be asked: Can you think of another meaning

for bank, What else is called a bank, Does anyone know the

name of a strip of land along the s-._de of the river (show

picture)? Then, Where else can you find a bank near water

(try to elicit canal, stream, brook)?

The activity above can be illustrated in a word-concept

web (a kind of semantic map). The teacher categorizes the

students' suggestions, and then, encourages them to construct

labels fcr the categories (see Figure 1). Finally, it is

Insert Figure 1 about here

important for the teacher to explain to the students why they

are doing this activity. Teacher and students should also

discuss the concepts in the categories and the relationships

among them. It is often forgotten that the discussion of the

activity by teacher and students is as important as the

activity itself.

In sum, word-concept and other classification activities

may require a good portion of teacher preparation and

classroom time. The teacher's objectives and students' needs

14
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and abilities should dictate the extent of the activities. It

has been argued, however, that these techniques may be

effective for activating and enriching the students' prior

knowledge, vocabulary, and other comprehension skills that are

important for reading.

During Step 2 of the three-step plan, students should

perform tasks that help them to use and expand what they have

learned. They should use words that have already been

introduced and taught. For example, the teacher can show

students pairs of sentences such as (1) Mary put her money in

her piggy bank, and (2) Jose sat on the bank of the river.

The main purpose of this activity is to help students develop

a mind set for diversity of word meanings. In addition,

students need to learn to apply their prior knowledge about

words and related concepts. They also may need to figure out

what they do not know, and learn strategies to resolve the

problem. A suggested line of questions for teachers to ask

might be: What is the meaning of bank in the first sentence,

Are there other places where you can save money; followed by,

Did you notice that bank in the first sentence is different

from bank in the second sentence, What is the difference , Can

you think of another meaning for bank and Where can we find

other meanings of this word? Finally, it may be possible for

the teacher to elicit or introduce metaphorical usages of bank

as break the bank and you can bank on that.

15
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Another technique is to require students to solve riddles,

problems, or dilemmas. Teacher and students can develop

interesting and challenging puzzles. The following is an

example from Paul and O'Rourke (in press):

I am a container. I am also a building.

I may hold money, blood, food, or clothes.

What am 1?

The few activities presented here are not meant to be

definitive. A number of other theory-based techniques could

be generated by teachers, students, and researchers. It is

difficult to determine experimentally which specific technique

is most effective- for improving vocabulary ani reading

comprehension for all students. The techniques suggested

here, however, do provide opportunities for students to use

and e::pand their knowledge. It is important to emphasize,

again that in using any activity the teacher needs to find

out what the student knows so that new concepts can be linked

to old, familiar concepts.

Step 3 states that the student needs to read, read, read.

Deaf students should be encouraged to read extensively within,

and, especially, outside the classroom. It is important that

they be guided to materials that they can read. The materials

should contain multimeaning words that are used in a wide

variety of contexts. In addition to sharing their stories

with the class, students can be required to list all the

16
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multimeaning words they found, tell the meaning of the words

as used in the stories, give additional meanings that they

know, and ask the rest of the class for other meanings and

nuances.

It should be clear that knowledge of multimeaning words is

important for reading comprehension. Knowledge of word

meanings means knowledge of not only individual meanings of

words but also the entire conceptual framework that may

surround the words, including nuances and metaphorical usage.

Deaf readers may know only the most common meanings or nuances

of high-frequency mullimeaning words. To enrich their

vocabulary development and prior knowledge, and to help them

apply what they know, a concept approach to vocabulary

instruction is suggested.

The following recommendations may be helpful for teachers

in using reading materials that contain words with multiple

meanings (from Pa,11 & O'Rourke, in press).

1. First, read the passage. Determine which words in

the story have more than one meaning.

2. Decide the importance of these words. For example,

ask yourself, Which words are crucial to students'

comprehension of the story? Do these words appear often in

this story and the rest of the book?

3. Determine if most of your students can derive the

meanings of the words from context.

17
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4. List the aspects of the words that your students need

to know. For example, should they know other nuances and

related concepts such as idiomatic usage? Will this knowledge

help them to understand important concepts in this story and

subsequent stories?

5. Finally, find out what students know about the

words. If instruction is necessary, try to use techniques

such as semantic mapping and others that emphasize depth, as

well as breadth, of word knowledge (e.g., see sources such as

Dale & O'Rourke, 1986; Heimlich & Pittelman, 1986; Johnson &

Pearson, 1984; and the special issue of the Journal of

Reading, 1986). Use what the students know as a starting

point.

18
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Word Web for bank.
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Appendix

Sample Items from the Test of Words with Multiple Meanings

(Illustrated by Mary E. Pilewski Paul)
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Inside the edge of something

billiards table

curve of tilted road

A mound_or_pile

dirt

rocks

clouds

snow

bank

/
Things you save or store

money

food

blood

clothes

Land beside a body of water

river

canal

stream

brook

Names

First National Bank

piggy bank

bank can

bank book

Bank in Monopoly game

Note: Students can be asked to create phrases or

sentences that express the various meanings of

bank (Paul & O'Rourke, in press).
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3. weave

A

4. fire
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